INTRODUCTION


If we are successful in changing the economic attitude of the population b y psychological
means, then these psychological changes will themselves become an economic reality, and
so serve the same purposes as other measures of economic policy taken so far.
Ludwig Erhard, 19 October 19551
Die Geschichte der Bundesrepublik ist vor allem ihre Wirtschaftsgeschichte. (The history of the
Federal Republic is above all its economic history.)
Werner Abelshauser2

In the aftermath of the Second World War, Germany appeared destined to be a

pauper among European nations. Its cities, factories, and transpor tation system
had suffered massive damage during the war. It had lost its so vereignty and was
subject to the r ule of the four occupying po wers of the U nited S tates, G reat
Britain, France, and the S oviet Union who were not keen on r ebuilding the industrial might of a defeated Germany. During the immediate postwar years many
Germans scraped to get b y, enduring dreadful housing and relying on the black
market to supplement the sustenance pr ovided by their ration cards. But beginning with the 20 June 1948 currency reform, in which the new Deutsche Mark
(DM) replaced the worthless Reichsmark (RM) in the three western zones of occupation, consumer goods seemed to appear magically fr om no where in shop
windows. Subsequently, West Germany experienced fantastic economic gr owth
through the 1960s in what has been called theWirtschaftswunder (economic miracle). With rising demand for goods spurr ed on by the Korean War, West Germany saw its GNP increase by 67 percent in real terms between 1948 and 1952.
From 1952 to 1958 the West German GNP continued to expand at a yearly rate
of 7.6 percent in real terms and at a still r obust rate of about 5 per cent into the
1960s, a figure in line with the average growth of other European nations.3 Workers’ wages increased by 79 percent in real terms between 1949 and 1959. 4 West
Notes for this section begin on page 21.
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Germany literally rose from the ashes as its cities and factories w ere rebuilt, exports soared, and the West Germans’ standard of living improved.
Politicians, economists, and historians have inextricably linked the story of West
Germany’s economic reconstruction to the nation’s economic system, the Soziale
Marktwirtschaft (social market economy). Emerging out of the ideas of neoliberal
economists from the first half of the tw entieth century, the social mar ket economy forged a “middle way” between pure laissez-faire capitalism and the collectivist planned economy. The system sought to free up economic controls, such as
price or wage controls, and allow the individual pursuit of self-inter est and selfdetermination within the competition of the fr ee market. At the same time, the
government would regulate the market by establishing the “rules of the game” in
order to curb monopolies and car tels and av oid the concentration of ex cessive
economic power in the hands of a fe w. By containing the power of large capital
to set prices unfairly , the system incr eased the po wer of individual consumers
within the economy. But this economic theory had to be implemented within the
harsh realities of the political world. It had to be transformed into an effective political tool. Leaders of the conser vative Christian D emocratic Union/Christian
Social Union (CDU/CSU), most notably Konrad Adenauer, recognized the political usefulness of such a pr ogram and in the late 1940s pushed their par ty to
adopt the social market economy as the basis of the party’s economic platform. In
addition, the supporters of the social market economy from a more academic and
commercial background, such as Ludwig Erhard, the Federal Republic’s economics
minister in the 1950s, attributed West Germany’s economic resurgence, characterized by the rise in productivity, exports, wages, and living standards, to the introduction of the economic system they espoused.5 The social market economy was
transformed from an economic theory, or even abstract economic policy, into the
basis of a political party’s propaganda and public image—and, in part because of
the CDU/CSU’s efforts, into an important element in the West German identity.
Erhard, Adenauer, and the CDU/CSU identified the start of the social market
economy with the June 1948 introduction of the Deutsche Mark throughout the
three western zones of Germany and West Berlin and the simultaneous lifting of
economic controls in the so-called B izone of the American and B ritish zones of
occupation. Almost immediately after its implementation, the curr ency reform
achieved mythical status among West Germans, who tell stories of food and goods
appearing almost magically within shop windows as the new hard currency ended
hoarding and the black market ceased to be the center of daily commerce for West
Germans. Many obser vers have likened West Germany’s reconstruction in the
1950s to a “phoenix rising out of the ashes” after its nearly total destruction. Some
elevate the Federal Republic’s economic miracle to legendary status; their hero is
Ludwig Erhard.6 Revered as the father of the economic miracle, E rhard boldly
predicted in the darkest hours of West Germany’s economic despair that the nation would recover. Always pictured in newspapers and magazines with his selfassured smile and a cigar in his mouth, E rhard became a hugely popular icon
within West Germany. He would often proclaim that West Germany’s economic
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success was, in fact, no miracle, but the pr oduct of sound policies and the West
German hard work and spirit. Even today, more than fifty years later, politicians
from all parties have invoked Erhard’s legacy as the panacea for the challenges the
Federal Republic faces in integrating the former East G ermany into the western
economy.7
Some historians and social scientists have argued that economic reconstruction
and the ensuing gr owth of consumerism offer ed West Germans citizens during
the 1950s and 1960s an escape fr om their N azi past. The challenge of dealing
with the moral burden of Germany’s past faded from people’s minds as they settled into the material comfor t of the F ederal Republic.8 Economics, to a large
extent, became the basis for a new West German identity. No wonder that in a nation forged in part out of the economic necessity to rebuild the western zones of
occupation, its citizens identified with the economic benefits of the F ederal Republic of Germany rather than with any political institutions or traditions. Revealingly, West Germany’s constitution, the Grundgesetz (Basic Law), was completely
unknown to 51 percent of respondents of a 1956 public opinion survey.9 During
the 1950s more West Germans took greater pride in their nation’s economic accomplishments than its government or political institutions. According to a survey from the late 1950s, 33 percent of West Germans touted economic success as
a source of pride for their nation, while only 7 percent cited their government or
political institutions.10 For many West Germans the June 1948 currency reform
had a much greater impact on their lives than the establishment of the Basic Law
in May 1949.11
Looking back at the economic miracle years many fail to recognize that the acceptance and full introduction of the social market economy was by no means ensured. The Social Democratic Party (SPD) continually attacked E rhard and the
CDU/CSU on grounds that their economic policy did not adequately take social
concerns into account and allowed the old powers of monopolistic capitalism to
reestablish their positions of power. In addition, the strain of an unfavorable balance of payments for West Germany during the K orean War led to what some
economic historians have characterized as the reintroduction of a corporatist economic system that fatally undermined a competitive market in West Germany.12
Meanwhile, thr oughout the 1950s E rhard engaged in an ongoing battle with
heavy industry regarding the introduction of legislation limiting monopolies and
cartels, which culminated in a relatively watered-down piece of anticartel legislation in 1957. Also in early 1957 the intr oduction of a “dynamic” pension signified the start of what could be seen as the West German welfare state—a concept
abhorred by Erhard.13 Furthermore, and most germane to this study, many West
Germans were reticent during the 1950s to accept the fr ee market and the ideas
of the social market economy, particularly with the economic strain caused by the
Korean Crisis.14 Many parts of West German society, especially among the working class, regarded the reality of the economic miracle as not corresponding to its
image. Consumption did not reach the heights that later public perception imagined. Goods such as the r efrigerator that hav e come to symboliz e a subsequent
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perception of the economic miracle were during the first half of the 1950s available only to a limited number of people. For much of the immediate postwar period, West Germans str uggled to meet basic needs; then, when r econstruction
commenced by 1948/49, they continued to hav e a difficult time making ends
meet in face of rising prices and the need to erplace shelter and durable goods lost
in the war. Not until the second half of the 1950s can one perceive a fully emergent consumer society in West Germany. Even then, many pensioners and single
women “standing alone” were yet to experience the impact of West Germany’s
economic resurgence.15
Visions of the 1950s and its economic miracle hav e maintained a po werful
grip on the West Germans’ and later Germans’ sense of themselves and their nation. Subsequent views of the period hav e ranged fr om those of 1960s student
protesters attacking what they saw as the restoration of old political and economic
elites ensconced within the material self-satisfaction of the masses to the emergence in the 1970s of nostalgia for a period associated with a flood of consumer
goods such as washing machines, the Volkswagen Beetle, blue jeans, and E lvis
records.16 If the popular media and museums are any indication, this view of the
1950s continues to predominate today.17 However, even during the 1950s themselves, the meaning of economic r econstruction and the social mar ket economy
was heavily contested within the political realm. The image of West Germany as
the “Wirtschaftswunderland” did not emerge naturally fr om the public ’s sentiment, but instead had to be constructed and disseminated. The mass media, advertisers, and ev en go vernment-supported trade fairs helped cr eate the public
perception of the economic miracle.18
Political parties also took an active role in shaping West Germans’ views of economic developments. Through an examination of election campaign propaganda
and various public relations campaigns, this wor k explores how the CDU/CSU
and conservative economic gr oups successfully constr ucted and sold a political
meaning of the social market economy and the economic miracle. This creation
of a political meaning and significance of economics contributed to conservative
electoral success, constructed a new faith in market economics and what might be
called economic citiz enship by West Germans, and pr ovided legitimacy for the
new Federal Republic Germany itself. Clearly, the CDU/CSU and business organizations understood that har d, empirical economic statistics alone w ere not
enough to move the citizenry, but that these economic realties must be attached
to deeper political and cultural meanings—a lesson the riv al SPD did not fully
fathom. Overall, the task of selling the economic miracle was an impor tant element in the establishment of the Federal Republic’s stable democracy during the
1950s. Indeed, the transformation of West Germany’s economy was paralleled by
the emergence of a ne w political culture out of the r ubble of the N azi past and
Allied occupation. This study seeks to illuminate the dev elopment of ne w electoral practices, centered on “selling” the economic miracle, that contributed to a
strong par ty system r esistant to the fracturing and w eakness that doomed the
Weimar Republic.
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Although West Germany’s economic resurgence since the Second World War
has been a fundamental theme of its history, until relatively recently investigation
of the social and cultural implications of economic reconstruction was curiously
absent. Through the 1980s, much of the historiography of West Germany was
dominated by political and diplomatic history that traced the creation of the Federal Republic’s political institutions and its geopolitical position within the Cold
War.19 In conjunction with a mor e traditional political appr oach to the F ederal
Republic’s histor y, historians, economists, and political scientists hav e fully explored the course of West G ermany’s rapid economic r econstruction.20 These
works hav e focused on such issues as the dev elopment of E rhard’s economic
ideas,21 the implementation of the social market economy in the political arena,22
and the postwar transformation of the West German political economy.23 Economic historians particularly pursued the question of whether the social mar ket
economy truly reshaped prewar economic and social str uctures or merely represented the r estoration of older capitalist practices. 24 In the 1970s and 1980s
Werner Abelshauser built on the r estoration paradigm by denying that the economic miracle of the 1950s was initiated b y Erhard and the social market economy, or even by the influx of Marshall Plan money. Rather, he argued, after West
Germany experienced a vigorous reconstruction period in the immediate postwar
years, the nation fell into longer-term patterns of economic dev elopment dating
from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.25 Others have pointed to
the importance of the international trading system, cr eated in large par t by the
United S tates, as an essential component in West G ermany’s economic r esurgence.26 Most recently, more balanced accounts by historians such as A.J. Nicholls
and James Van Hook have weighed the relative impact of domestic policies supported by Erhard and encapsulated in the concept of the social market economy
versus the impor tance of historical and international economic patterns determining West Germany’s economic gr owth. This approach is, undoubtedly, the
most judicious approach to complex, inter connected issues. These recent works
strongly counter the r estoration paradigm b y portraying Erhard in a mostly favorable light and contending that E rhard and his ideas r epresented a new strain
in German economic thought. More importantly in these works, they underscore
the relatively wide political space that West Germans possessed by 1948 in order
to develop economic policy, albeit within an international context.27
To be sure, West Germany’s economic history has been deeply researched, in
terms of both tracing the countr y’s economic growth and exploring its political
economy. But academic discussions of economic systems and their impact reflect
only one aspect of the significance of West Germany’s economic reconstruction.
Relatively untouched is a full exploration of the domestic political implication of
its economic resurgence. Justifiably, almost all historians attribute a large portion
of the CDU/CSU’s electoral success in the 1950s to West Germany’s economic
success. But almost none of them inv estigate systematically and in depth ho w
contemporary economic and political groups capitalized on West Germany’s economic resurgence in elections. I n other wor ds, what meaning did political and
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economic entities, including political par ties, business associations, and official
governmental organizations, attribute to the social mar ket economy and the socalled economic miracle?
Recent scholarship has shed light on the cultural and social dimensions of politics in the era of the economic miracle. Much of this work seeks to transform and
expand the concept of political cultur e by shifting focus fr om the mechanics of
institutional political life to ways the creation of new political identities and consciousness shaped national politics. I t was most dir ectly through elections that
these nascent identities influenced politics at the national lev el. In other words,
these recent works highlight the interaction between the “politics of daily life” and
formal, parliamentary politics—thereby demonstrating the interconnections between political, economic, social, and cultural history.28 My work builds and expands upon such a fruitful reconceptualization of political culture. But instead of
exclusively examining those cultural contexts outside of formal politics, it explores
how political and national identities w ere molded and manipulated b y the very
political associations seeking to benefit from these newly formed identities. More
specifically, during the 1950s, West German political and national identities were
deliberately formed and shaped by the West German political leaders themselves.
This was particularly salient for the CDU/CSU since as a new party, albeit one with
roots in the Weimar-era Catholic Center Party, it had to cr eate new constituencies and ne w political practices in the F ederal Republic. In contrast, as a pr eviously established party, the SPD looked to old approaches and leadership harking
back to pre–Third Reich days.
Led by Konrad Adenauer, a former mayor of Cologne, a founder of the CDU
in the B ritish zone of occupation, and the futur e first chancellor of West Germany, the CDU/CSU expanded its shar e of the v ote in each of the successiv e
Bundestag (parliamentary) elections in 1949, 1953, and 1957. Economic reconstruction and economic policy embodied b y Erhard along with the persona of
Adenauer as a str ong, steady leader w ere cr ucial elements in cr eating the
CDU/CSU’s image over the course of the 1950s. Before the first Bundestag election in 1949, the CDU/CSU adopted the social market economy as its economic
program and primary focus of its electoral campaigning. In large part, Adenauer
supported the policy so that the CDU/CSU would not only integrate disparate
elements within the par ty organization, but also win wider appeal at the ballot
box, thereby branching out fr om its cor e following of Catholics whose lo yalty
stemmed from the Weimar traditions of the Catholic Center P arty. The par ty
could now appeal to other sociological gr oups, including some P rotestants and
pro–free market interests that might otherwise be attracted to a liberal or nationalist party. In addition, the adoption of such a policy would hinder a coalition
between the CDU/CSU and the SPD, on both the federal and state levels, since
the SPD was still calling for socializ ed planning of the economy in 1948/49. As
the 1950s progressed and the West German economy expanded, the CDU/CSU
learned how to sell Erhard and the party as bearers of the economic miracle. Economics became central to the CDU/CSU’s image as the party, and its economics
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minister, Ludwig Erhard, came to personify the social mar ket economy and the
economic miracle. In part because of the CDU/CSU’s electoral success, the SPD
was pushed along its path of abandoning its Marxist doctrine in the Bad Godesberg Program of 1959.
Bourgeois parties other than the CDU/CSU proved unable to capitalize upon
the economic miracle in elections and garner br oad support. They thereby declined in importance relative to the CDU/CSU. I n contrast to the CDU/CSU,
the smaller splinter parties tended to be one-issue or r egional parties. For example, the conser vative Deutsche Partei (German Party, DP) was based pr edominately in Lo wer Saxony and became associated with middle-class conser vatism.
Outside of Lower Saxony and limited areas of northern Hesse, the party possessed
little national appeal. The bourgeois Gesamtdeutscher Block/Bund der Heimatvertriebenen und E ntrechteten (All-German B lock/League of E xpellees and
Those Deprived of Their Rights, GB/BHE) was limited to the single issue of
defending the rights of the expellees fr om Germany’s lost lands to the east. The
liberal Free Democratic Party (FDP) was splintered into various factions, mostly
between democratic and national liberals, which kept it fr om developing an effective national identity in the 1950s. Ov erall, the CDU/CSU was perhaps the
only bourgeois par ty capable of crafting a self image that held br oad appeal. In
large part, the CDU/CSU’s economic propaganda played a crucial part in attracting the party’s broad-based support because the issue could be placed in myriad
contexts—thereby generating a variety of political meanings.29
The word “propaganda” is often used synonymously with “lies,” “deceit,” and
“distortion” (or at least as the antithesis of the “ truth”) generated by one side on
an issue. Yet propaganda is also a communicative process. According to one good
working definition, “Propaganda is the deliberate and systematic attempt to shape
perceptions, manipulate cognition, and direct behavior to achieve a response that
furthers the desired intent of the pr opagandist.”30 It functions as a form of persuasion. But propaganda not only seeks to mold opinions; it also r eflects the expectations, assumptions, desir es, and fears of not only those who constr uct the
propaganda but also society as a whole.The symbols and messages transmitted in
propaganda serve as landmarks reflecting shifts in public perception of the world.
Those cr eating effectiv e pr opaganda attempt to shape messages that r esonate
within the public imagination. In this manner, propaganda both forms a society’s
views and is a product of that society’s norms and expectations. An examination
of the economic pr opaganda of the 1950s r eveals the changing parameters of
what was possible within political discourse regarding not just economics in particular, but also cultural politics in general. Propaganda on economics illustrates
the developing political consciousness of West Germans and their thoughts r egarding the new democracy, the more open, less class-based society, and the increasingly consumerist cultur e cr eated after the Third R eich. This political
campaign material functions particularly well as a mirror of developing West German perceptions of the Nazi past, the ever present communist alternative of East
Germany, and the growing influence of America and mass culture.31
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As Heidrun Abromeit demonstrated over thirty years ago in Das Politische in
der Werbung: Wahlwerbung und Wirtschaftswerbung in der Bundesrepublik, West
German election campaigns were not based upon programs and policy statements
but revolved around the sale of political slogans and images as though they were
goods. Over the course of the 1960s, so Abromeit argued, the Federal Republic’s
election campaigns became ever more geared toward projecting a party image, as
opposed to making any factual appeal to the electorate.32 In fact, Abromeit identified a dynamic that had alr eady emerged in the early y ears of the F ederal Republic, if not during the occupation period. The CDU/CSU outclassed it rivals
in conceptualizing a par ty image for itself ev en before the first B undestag elections. With the reemergence of a democratic political life after the defeat of the
Third Reich, Adenauer quickly realized that his party had to accept a free market
economic system in order to differentiate itself from the Social Democrats and to
attract v oters bey ond the CDU/CSU’ s traditional Catholic base. The CDU/
CSU’s electoral successes relied in part on the party’s skill in shaping a coher ent
vision of economic r econstruction and West German identity. Throughout his
tenure as chancellor, Adenauer excelled in managing public per ception and his
party’s image, a fundamental component of modern party politics.
As the 1950s pr ogressed, the CDU/CSU pr oved particularly adept at incorporating new campaigning techniques into its electoral repertoire in order to sell
itself as the party of the economic miracle. The CDU/CSU’s approach to electoral
politics represented the creation of a more “Americanized” political culture in the
sense that campaigns became less overtly ideological and increasingly based on a
party’s image or par ticular issues, and also because the CDU/CSU borr owed
many electioneering techniques from the United States. Especially important was
the use of public opinion polling to take the pulse of the nation, as well as to help
devise political campaigns so that public opinion could be best exploited. I n addition, by the 1957 election, the CDU/CSU was beginning to emplo y professional advertising agents to shape political campaigns and cr eate a par ty image
and identity that resonated within West German society. This change in the West
German political culture entailed what could be called the “consumerization” of
politics in the sense that CDU/CSU leaders and their advisers incr easingly conceived of politics as the selling of a brand-name good imprinted with the identity
of the producer, above any pretense of convincing the electorate of the merits of
a rigid ideological program. Campaign advertisements were tested and modified
to make sure that they appealed to the v oters’ tastes and predilections. The goal
was to capture the widest market possible by securing the suppor t of the par ty’s
core following while r eaching out to v arious social classes and r eligious groups.
In a sense, campaigns w ere more consumer/voter oriented at the expense of the
producer/party focus on ideology that had characterized past elections, especially
in the Weimar Republic.
To be sur e, the influence of adv ertising on campaigning had pr ecedents in
German history. In its rise to power in the late 1920s and 1930s and especially in
the creation of the “Führerkult” surrounding Adolf Hitler, the N azi Party conThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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ceived political propaganda as a form of commer cial advertising. The party unmistakably represented its identity with the symbol of the swastika, relentlessly repeated slogans, and its main brand name, H
itler, to r each the br oadest
audiences.33 But the Nazis lacked the means, or indeed, the desir e, to know exactly the views of the voters. They still retained a party ideology meant to move
the amorphous and undiffer entiated masses without the exact tracking of the
views of different social classes. In any case, with anything associated with Nazism
being discr edited, or at least consider ed taboo, during the postwar y ears, the
CDU/CSU looked to the American model.
While one would not expect a conservative party led by a man in his seventies
to embrace these communicative tools readily, the CDU/CSU and Adenauer led
the way among West German parties in adopting ne w polling and adv ertising
techniques. N ew methods in public opinion polling and political adv ertising
equipped the CDU/CSU with the tools to translate its conceptions of the economy into electoral success. With these advantages, the party was much more effective than the SPD in its ability to identify key sociological gr oups of swing
voters, to determine their collectiv e political views, and to garner their v otes by
tailoring specific electoral appeals to them. B y adopting this appr oach to campaigning, the party secured support from relatively diverse elements of the electorate that other wise might hav e been missed and fur thermore gobbled up the
votes that w ere shed fr om the declining splinter par ties. As a r esult, the
CDU/CSU became a prototype of the “Volkspartei” (catch-all party) that would
dominate West German politics in the futur e.34 Faced with the success of the
CDU/CSU, the SPD had no choice by the late 1950s but to take up both polling
and modern political adv ertising as par t of its transformation into a catch-all
party. With both direct and indirect American influence, CDU/CSU and A denauer were conceptualizing politics and elections in a manner different from both
the Weimar past and their main competitor, the SPD. Throughout the 1950s, the
SPD str uggled to adjust to the ne w political terrain being shaped b y the
CDU/CSU. While the CDU/CSU captured a mass market of the electorate, the
SPD continued to thrive only in their niche market of the working class.
The social market economy and the economic miracle pr oved to be effective
political “products” because they were seen as going beyond politics by a nation
that was exhausted from political ideology. In their classic study of comparativ e
political cultures from the early 1960s, Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba offered
insights into that phenomenon. Many West Germans, they noted, were relatively
well informed and participated in the political process—witness for example that
78.5 percent of the electorate voted in 1949 and 87.8 percent in 1957. However,
the authors observed that contemporary West Germans held a detached and almost practical attitude to ward politics. P olitical discussions b y West G ermans
tended to be v ery limited. 35 As the philosopher and critical theorist Theodor
Adorno commented in 1959, the West G erman democracy appear ed healthy,
“[b]ut democracy has not domesticated itself to the point that people really experience it as their cause, and so consider themselves agents [Subjecte] of the politiThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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cal process.”36 Public opinion polling from the period tended to bear these views
out. A June 1952 survey from the Institut für Demoskopie indicated that only 27
percent of respondents were interested in politics, while 41 percent reported being
not particularly interested and 32 percent not at all. Generally in the 1950s only
about 17 percent of those asked said that they sometimes discussed politics.37
This reluctance to engage politically is no surprise, considering Germany’s recent history of the collapse of democracy with the Weimar Republic, the rise of
Nazism, and life under a dictatorship. But this perspective also sheds light on the
project of selling the economic miracle. The meanings of economic r econstruction were easily constructed within a number of different political contexts, such
as West Germany’s anticommunist stance, the cr eation of a ne w Christian West
Germany following the N azi past, and the incorporation of consumerism into
West German society. With a multiplicity of political meanings associated with
economics, the issue ther eby reached the maximum number of potential “ consumers.” E conomic r econstruction and the rise of consumerism w ere per fect
political products because they were issues that did not challenge the political reticence expressed by most West Germans. They appeared on the sur face to transcend self-interested party politics and instead got to the hear t of what it meant
to be West German. In the end, Adenauer and the CDU/CSU’s political message
merely encouraged the citiz ens’ passive acquiescence in the constr uction of the
new Federal Republic.
The creation of a new West German political culture that borrowed campaigning methods from the United States contributed to the stability of the West German democracy and its political party system. In his 1956 analysis of the relative
strength of ne wly founded F ederal R epublic of G ermany, the S wiss journalist
Fritz René Allemann proclaimed “Bonn ist nicht Weimar” (Bonn is not Weimar).
The question of why the F ederal R epublic’s democracy has pr oved successful,
whereas Germany’s first attempt with democracy was not, has been an important
topic for political scientists and historians ev er since. I n 1965 Ralf D ahrendorf
argued in Society and Democracy in Germany that Nazism and Germany’s defeat
in World War II produced a “social revolution” that cleared the way for a modern
society unencumbered by traditional values and loyalties—a process particularly
hastened by the mass relocation across Germany of millions of refugees and those
bombed out their dw ellings.38 Undoubtedly the legacy of the Third Reich was
crucial in the dev elopment of West Germany’s democracy. However, domestic
changes during the early years of the Federal Republic—such as the transformation of the West German social structure accompanying a higher standard of living and greater economic and social mobility, the development of vibrant political
parties, and the impact of the Basic Law—have all been crucial factors contributing to the consolidation of theWest German party system and the stabilization of
the Federal Republic’s democratic government.39 Others have stressed the importance of international dev elopments, such as the pr eference given by the thr ee
Western po wers to moderate par ties, especially b y the licensing of the CDU/
CSU, SPD, and FDP during the 1945–1949 occupation period, as a step that
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afforded these parties a decisive advantage in the early elections of the Federal Republic.40 Clearly structural changes in Germany’s legal and political system have
also contributed significantly to the strength of the Federal Republic’s party system. Perhaps most impor tantly, the condition that a par ty must garner at least
5 percent of the vote to enter the B undestag has hindered the splintering of the
party system that afflicted the Weimar Republic. Also, the Basic Law recognizes
the importance of political par ties. Article 21 of the document underscor es the
importance of parties in forming and expr essing the political will of the people.
As a result, West Germany’s political system has been described as a “party state”
in which the parties direct and make the important political decisions.41
A crucial factor in the stabilization of the West German party system was the
emergence of broad-based, moderate par ties—which in some measur e reflected
the influence of American polling and adv ertising techniques. The creation of
such a party system has been linked to the breakdown of specific sociological subcultures supporting particular political parties, a crucial change from the Weimar
Republic. This weakening of voting subcultures allowed the creation of “catchall” parties that collected votes from varied sociological subcultures. In contrast,
political parties during the Weimar Republic tended to be based upon narrow segments of society with r elatively parochial interests, thus making the cr eation of
broadly based parties difficult, and often times, the building of a coalition all but
impossible. For many parties election campaigns were centered on getting out the
vote from their base as opposed to attracting new voters. The Nazi Party was the
first German political party to attract voters from all social classes and inter ests,
enabling it to achieve enough electoral success to seize power.42 Although its origins lay in the Catholic Center P arty of the Weimar Republic, the CDU/CSU
was conceiv ed as an inter confessional par ty that sought to bridge the divide
between Catholics and P rotestants. Believing that such a par ty was essential for
creating a stable party system and a strong bourgeois bloc against the Social Democrats, Adenauer quickly understood the usefulness of the social market economy
and the economic miracle for integrating divergent social, religious, and economic
groups into one bourgeois par ty. Perhaps this is most clearly sho wn by the religious affiliation of CDU/CSU v oters: a bit mor e than 35 per cent of the par ty’s
votes in the 1950s came from Protestants, whereas the Catholic Center Party during the Weimar Republic relied almost exclusively on Catholic voters.43
Yet, the Federal Republic retained many continuities from the Weimar period,
especially the persistence of certain social subcultures determining voting behavior. This is especially apparent in the case of Catholics transferring their loyalties
from the Center P arty to the CDU/CSU. I n the 1953 B undestag election, the
CDU/CSU was able to attract 52.3 per cent of the Catholic v ote, a figure comparable to the 55.3 percent that the Center Party garnered in the 1924 Reichstag
election. In addition, support for the CDU/CSU in terms of religious affiliation
has remained constant from 1949 to the pr esent, with around 65 percent of its
votes coming from Catholics and about 35 percent from Protestants. Today, however, only one thir d of CDU/CSU v otes come fr om practicing Catholics and
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Protestants, reflecting the larger trends of secularization in the F ederal Republic
as whole. This constitutes a major change for the CDU/CSU, since chur ch attendance was the strongest indicating factor in voting behavior, especially for the
CDU/CSU. In the 1953 election, for example, o ver 58 per cent of CDU/CSU
voters attended chur ch r egularly—a measur e of r eligiosity. A t this time the
CDU/CSU could legitimately claim to be the “Christian party” in the West German political system.44
Undoubtedly, religious factors were extremely important in determining voting patterns, but they do not tell the full story of how the CDU/CSU was able to
obtain its share of the v otes. Despite the importance of religion to its cor e constituency, after the 1949 B undestag election, the CDU/CSU did not str ess the
party’s Christian roots in its national-level campaigning. By the mid to late 1950s
the CDU/CSU sensed the declining impor tance of religiosity in shaping voting
behavior. In fact, the CDU/CSU’s party leadership consciously shied away from
a strategy of self-identifying solely as the “Christian par ty” for fear of scaring off
nonreligious voters. Instead, the concepts of the social mar ket economy and the
economic miracle w ere consistent components in the par ty’s electoral pr opaganda. This was not a haphazard strategy on the part of the CDU/CSU. Indeed,
the CDU/CSU leaders, especially A denauer, r ealized that r eligious West G ermans were a core segment of its constituency that was unlikely to leave the Christian D emocratic camp. The key to electoral success was to attract v oters who
did not solidly support the CDU/CSU. On the basis of polling data, the CDU/
CSU knew by 1953, and surely by 1957, that a large per centage of its v ote was
assured by the r eligiosity of its constituencies—both Catholics and P rotestants.
But 42 per cent of CDU/CSU v oters attended chur ch irr egularly, seldom, or
never. It does not appear that such v oters would necessarily be attracted to the
CDU/CSU because of its status as the “Christian par ty.” Watching his par ty’s
popularity in the polls swing in tandem with the public’s confidence in the economy, Konrad Adenauer was keenly aware of the economy’s impact on West Germans’ perceptions of politics and political par ties.45 With the CDU/CSU’s base
of religious West Germans remaining solid, the party used Adenauer’s leadership
and economic success in the 1957 B undestag election to gain a majority of
50.2 percent of the second ballots (votes for political parties rather than individual candidates), up from 31 percent in 1949.46 From this perspective, a relatively
small minority of the voters wielded disproportionate power in the voting booth
by boosting the CDU/CSU from its previous plurality to a majority of the seats
in the Bundestag.
The party’s seemingly incompatible r eligious and secular suppor t raises the
question of how the CDU/CSU managed to hold on to its er ligious roots and belief in the establishment of a connected, organicWest German community, while
adapting to ne w realities of consumerism, materialism, and mass cultur e. Party
propaganda demonstrates that the meaning of the social market economy and the
economic miracle created by the CDU/CSU was by no means unchanging during the 1950s. In fact, the process of selling the economic miracle highlighted the
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shifting relationships within the CDU/CSU betw een adherents of antimaterialist and materialist views of the economy. Maria Mitchell has argued that following the conclusion of the war, Catholics in the CDU/CSU, often associated with
the prewar Catholic Sozialpolitik (social policy), railed against liberalism, unfettered capitalism, secularism, nationalism, and consumerism as having pr epared
the gr ound for the gr owth of N azism. B y the late 1940s, this antimaterialist
stance was joined with anti-M arxist sentiment to form the basis of the CDU/
CSU’s interconfessional alliance between Catholics and Protestants. This position
rejected the materialism of socialism and the unfetter ed state po wer of M arxist
regimes in Eastern E urope, and envisioned a ne w, Christian Germany as a bulwark against these threats. The acceptance of the social market economy by way
of the Düsseldor f Principles in July 1949, M itchell has argued, r epresented the
culmination of a Christian, antimaterialist view of the economy that preserved individual freedom from state coercion, but also avoided the excesses of nineteenthcentury liberalism. 47 Undoubtedly, the combination of antimaterialism and
anti-Marxism formed a crucial element in the CDU/CSU’s identity throughout
the 1950s and worked as a powerful integrative force within the party.
This volume argues that propaganda from the first federal election in 1949 and
the early 1950s reflected an antimaterialist conception of the economy as the CDU/
CSU and conser vative business inter ests stressed economic r econstruction as a
precondition for the primary goal of reestablishing an organic, Christian society.
They strongly differentiated such a society from the godless East German regime.
By the end of the 1950s, however, the CDU/CSU image-makers had refashioned
the predominately antimaterialist definition of the social market economy in the
face of the realities of the burgeoning, consumerist economic miracle. Although
the anti-Marxist stance continued to play an important role in the CDU/CSU vision of economic reconstruction, election campaign propaganda couched the social mar ket economy in mor e materialist terms. I ndividualistic desir es for
production and consumption, campaigning materials reveal, were to be fulfilled
through the par ty’s economic policies. B y the time of the 1953 and 1957 B undestag campaigns, the CDU/CSU, through its use of Economics Minister Erhard,
was clearly do wnplaying any Christian, antimaterialist concerns in its appeals
to the electorate. Instead the party offered the voters opportunities for individualistic consumerism—albeit while associating this consumerism with the establishment of the West German nation itself. Together these propaganda strategies
suggest that the meaning of a Christian Democratic economy for public consumption was indeed not static, but rather went through a period of constant redefinition and negotiation as the F ederal Republic’s social and economic conditions
evolved in the late 1940s and early 1950s.
This process could be described as a gradual transition fr om the ideological,
Christian antimaterialism of the early CDU/CSU to a more pragmatic materialism based on the social market economy and the economic miracle that could appeal to a broad, multi-class audience. All the while, however, the CDU/CSU and
business public relations campaigns transformed and directed the conception of
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consumerism from something that was identified as American, alien, and threatening to G erman culture, to something that was fundamentally West German
and provided a sense of security. As Uta Poiger and Maria Höhn have shown in
their respective studies of rock and roll in the two Germanies and the American
military presence in Rhineland-Palatinate, social conservatives, often members or
associates of the CDU/CSU, r eacted sharply against consumerism and the perceived accompanying decline of morals during the 1950s. However, the efforts of
these political leaders, who saw themselves as defenders of a vision of a Christian
Abendland (Occident), were increasingly muted by Cold War liberals who argued
that Western consumerism was an essential par t of creating a vibrant and stable
West Germany as a bulwark against the Soviet Union.48 This work shows that a
similar process of taming and co-opting consumerism was at wor k in a dir ectly
political realm, ironically by the very party that at its founding had sought to establish an antimaterialist, organic West Germany.
From such a perspective, this project contributes to the growing literature on
the impact and interpr etation of American cultur e in West Germany. As Poiger
has pointed out, much of the early literatur e dealing with Americanization fell
under two paradigms: “modernization” and “cultural imperialism.” The modernization approach saw a triumphant U nited States transforming West Germany’s
political, economic, social, and cultural practices into a system that rejected a totalitarian past and was modeled on a democratic, market-driven United States. In
contrast, the cultural imperialism approach viewed American culture as penetrating and manipulating West German traditions for the colonizers’ own gain. Poiger
and more recent literature have pointed out a shortcoming of both paradigms in
that they assumed West Germany was a passive, blank slate without considering
the nation’s particular conditions and the agency of theWest Germans themselves
in rebuilding their society.49 No doubt, American political techniques represented
an approach that was new in West Germany, but it functioned within the particular West German context of past political practices, visions held by political leaders of a new democracy emerging out of the legacy of the Nazi past, and a rapidly
changing West G erman society. West G erman political leadership r efashioned
and interpreted new political techniques within the r ealities of the F ederal Republic. Unexpectedly, the right interpreted and adapted new political techniques
more effectively than the left. As D iethelm Prowe has r ecently argued, Americanization presented conservatives with the political space to effectiv ely reintegrate themselves into West German society and political life, but at the same time
it helped democratize West Germany by promoting political stability and curtailing older authoritarian, conservative traditions.50 To be sure, during the 1950s the
West German democracy was characterized by a conservative, hierarchical vision
of Adenauer and the CDU/CSU, but the cr ucial democratic political structures
were established upon which the more active civic participation of the 1960s was
based.
In many respects, the issues of Americanization, changing political and social
practices, and gender intersected in the selling of the economic miracle.With the
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disruption of gender roles and demographic imbalances caused by defeat, a gendered analysis of economic propaganda sheds light on the challenges of cr eating
political identities in postwar Germany. The female experience, especially that of
the Trümmerfrauen (rubble women) who cleared the destroyed German cities, became symbolic of the experiences of G ermans as a whole during these “ crisis
years” and acted as a redemptive influence in the creation of a new West German
national identity. The image of the r ubble women helped r epress the painful
memories of the rape by mostly Soviet soldiers of hundreds of thousands, if not
millions of German women at the end of the war. In addition, the concept of the
rubble women also helped contain what many saw as the moral degeneracy of
German society centered on women’s prostitution and fraternization with Allied
soldiers after the war—often acts stemming from the need to acquire the basic elements of survival for a woman’s whole family.51 The rubble women came to symbolize har d wor k, economic r econstruction, and a literal clearing away of the
visible remnants of the recent past. They captured the nation’s imagination, in part
because contemporary accounts depicted them as selflessly performing tasks outside women’s usual duties. But the experience of West Germans was fundamentally transformed during the 1950s by the burgeoning economic miracle. During
this period, new gender roles for women based upon consumption superseded those
of the postwar years and became important elements in a uniquely West German
national identity. Through their roles as consumers within the free market system,
women participated in what was defined as a most fundamental aspect of West
German citizenship and helped establish the Federal Republic as a nation.52
Both popular consensus and political-economic discourse in West Germany
during the economic miracle years redefined women as images of Trümmerfrauen
were replaced by those of consumers, homemakers, and mothers. However, it was
not just women’s roles that were being transformed. The construction of a female
“consumer citizen” would have proven impossible without the creation of the equal
counterpart of the male “producer citizen”—contributing, as some historians have
recently suggested, to a “remasculinization” of West Germany as men’s roles changed
from POWs and soldiers to pr oducers, providers, and fathers. 53 This gendered
understanding of West Germany’s economic resurgence during the 1950s intersected, in fact, with the West Germans’ sense of themselves and their nation as a
whole. The creation of ideal economic roles of female consumers and male pr oducers laid the foundation for a ne w, gendered West German national identity
that offered an escape from the recent past through economic reconstruction.
However, this gendered discourse on economics was not only central to the development of the public image of ideal gender r oles and national identity in the
new West German society; it also had dir ect political implications as w ell, especially in the r ealm of the political mobilization of the electorate. D uring the
1950s the CDU/CSU and business public relations organizations shaped and manipulated the meaning of economic r econstruction as a gender ed experience in
order to create new political identities that contributed to their own power. Their
propaganda in the Federal Republic’s early Bundestag campaigns helped create a
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lasting political meaning of West Germany’s economic rebirth that constituted a
key factor in the CDU/CSU’s electoral success. In addition, these propaganda campaigns reaffirmed, following the upheav al of war and collapse, what the CDU/
CSU portrayed as stable, traditional gender roles and situated the “natural” roles
of female consumers and male producers within a larger political discourse on the
nature and development of West Germany’s economy and society.54
As a result of the loss of men in the First and Second World Wars, West Germany experienced what was called a Frauenüberschuss (surplus of women). O ne
survey fr om O ctober 1946 r eported that for ev ery 100 males, ther e w ere 126
females. Since several million prisoners of war had not yet returned to Germany,
this imbalance was ev en greater among West G ermans of marriageable age. A
1946 census estimated that for every 1,000 marriageable males, there were 2,242
potential mates. Even in the mid 1950s, the imbalance between male and female
remained; in 1955 women still made up o ver 53 per cent of the population in
West Germany and West Berlin and outnumbered men by over 3 million.55 This
demographic imbalance in West Germany had a crucial impact upon elections in
the newly-formed Federal Republic. Most dramatically, in the 1957 B undestag
election there were about 2.4 million more female than male voters out of the 31
million ballots cast in all, meaning that women accounted for almost 54 percent
of all valid ballots. In this election, just under 54 percent of women voted for the
CDU/CSU, in contrast to about 45 per cent of all men, ther eby providing the
party with 50.2 percent of the vote. Clearly, women were the crucial factor in giving the CDU/CSU the only absolute majority ev er achieved in the F ederal Republic of Germany.56
In a 1956 analysis of the role of women in politics, Gabrielle Bremme argued
that women’s religious background determined their voting patterns. Prior to the
Second World War, Germany was 62.7 percent Protestant, 32.4 percent Catholic,
less than 1 per cent Jewish, and about 4 per cent other.57 Because many of G ermany’s predominantly Protestant regions now lay in East G ermany, the Federal
Republic in 1950 was a little less than 46 per cent Catholic. 58 Given the significant influence Catholicism had within its cultural milieu, Bremme contended that
women voted predominantly for the conser vative CDU/CSU because the par ty
had its roots in the Weimar Republic as the Catholic Center Party.59 Although it
defies precise quantification, the impact of Catholicism on women ’s voting behavior was undoubtedly significant. But the CDU/CSU also secured crucial support from Protestant female voters.60 Moreover, in the second half of the 1950s
the CDU/CSU str essed West Germany’s rising economic for tunes and the accompanying growth in consumption as a means of garnering the female v ote—
especially from women who w ere not r eligious—while appeals on Christian or
cultural grounds became increasingly muted.
Overall, the CDU/CSU’ s appeals ev olved fr om speaking to the Christian
woman to targeting the consuming woman. First, in the 1949 campaign, the CDU/
CSU utilized what it pr esented as natural economic gender r oles as a political
metaphor for the nation ’s revival and r egeneration. The party represented West
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Germans’ supposed return to the roles of female house wife and male breadwinner as a signal that the nation’s emergence out of complete social and moral chaos
and distress was a consequence of its policies. Second, after the economic shocks
of the Korean War, the accompanying rise in prices of consumer goods, and r edoubled demands for socialization b y the S ocial Democrats, propaganda campaigns led by West German industry situated men and women as students of the
free mar ket. The campaigns instr ucted West G ermans on their pr oper r oles
within the free market in precisely gendered terms as consumers and producers—
but not for the ultimate goal of satisfying individual wants. I nstead, the propaganda depicted these roles as being essential for the creation of a balanced, organic
society that spread the benefits of the social market economy to all. Third, by the
middle of the 1950s, the CDU/CSU pr opaganda not only underscor ed mor e
prominently the economic upswing and the rising consumerism enjo yed by individual West Germans, but also used economic success as a means of defining
the “true” G ermany, the F ederal R epublic of G ermany. Production and consumerism were portrayed not only as goals for their own sake, but also as civic duties that defined and strengthened the newly formed West German nation. In all,
the CDU/CSU pr oved itself adept at cr eating gender ed electoral appeals that
consistently depicted the female consumer and male producer, while at the same
time changing the basis of these appeals from an antimaterialist, ideological foundation to a materialist position that embraced the consumerism of the economic
miracle. This was no haphazard strategy on the part of the CDU/CSU, but rather
a conscious effort to appeal to segments of the electorate that could be swayed to
support the party. This conceptual shift proved particularly significant when combined with ne w campaigning techniques that allo wed the CDU/CSU pr opaganda to target and more effectively reach an intended audience—especially the
crucial female swing voters.
Propaganda on economics not only reflected conservative conceptions of gender roles, but also underscored the vision of a mor e homogeneous, middle-class
society, what the prominent 1950s sociologist Helmut Schelsky termed the “nivellierte Mittelstandsgesellschaft” (leveled middle-class society). Class conflict, he
argued, seemed to be less sharp than during the inter war period as members of
the proletariat moved into the middle class in step with rising wages, expanding
pensions, and growing consumerism.61 Schelsky probably overstated his view of
West German society, for historians such as Ax el Schildt and Arnold S ywottek
have shown that this “deproletarianization” did not fully develop as class identities and status continued to r emain strong during the Federal Republic’s formative y ears. They point out that educational oppor tunities still depended upon
social status and affluence. In addition, they find that income and consumption
did not reach high levels until the late 1950s.62 Volker Berghahn has identified a
similar reconstitution of the bourgeoisie during the postwar era.63 To be sure, class
identities did not melt away as some contemporar y observers posited. However,
as Schildt and S ywottek noted, West German society was slo wly transforming
during the period into a “modern” society characterized by the rise of a consumer
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culture, increased leisure time, the intr oduction of ne w household technologies
affecting day-to-day life, and eventually an openness to such changes inWest German values. Clearly, West German society went through a period of “modernization,” particularly during the late 1950s and early 1960s.64
In its propaganda on economics, the CDU/CSU sold a vision of the “lev eled
middle-class society,” or as Schildt and Sywottek described it, a “modern society,”
in which all members of society benefited from the social market economy. As a
party trying to establish broad-based support, the CDU/CSU also sought to undermine old, proletarian identities that benefited the Social Democrats. The fact
that the CDU/CSU defined the 1948 currency reform, which supposedly put all
West Germans on equal financial footing, as the birth of West Germany itself underscores the importance of the social market economy and the economic miracle
in creating the “imagined community” of the Federal Republic. These economic
developments ran parallel to, and were mutually supportive of the contributions
of Cold War tensions in creating a sense of West Germanness. As mentioned earlier, within this context consumerism was not projected as something threatening,
degenerate, or self-indulgent but rather became integrated into the very narrative
of the development of the F ederal Republic. It was a par t of the vision of West
Germany that the CDU/CSU was creating: Western, free, open, more equal, and
to some extent liberal. However, at the same time this West German society also
was to be an organic community, avoiding both the atomization of society in the
United States and the godless communist alternative to the East. Economic success in West Germany was not a goal for mere certain individuals, but supposedly
advanced the aim “Prosperity for All.”
Despite the fact that many West Germans did not necessarily participate in the
fruits of the economic miracle, especially during the early 1950s, the CDU/CSU
and conservative business associations succeeded at sensing and managing expectations of rising consumerism and exploiting the per ception that the West German society was being transformed. In fact, much of the public opinion polling
upon which Schildt and Sywottek based a large part of their work were the same
data that contemporar y conser vative political and business leaders used in formulating their propaganda campaigns. In a broader sense, the adoption of American political advertising and public opinion polling could be described as part of
the very process of modernization that Schildt and Sywottek observe. In contrast,
the SPD was not as successful in adapting to the per ceived economic, sociological, and cultural transformation underway during the 1950s. The party continued
to generate pr opaganda that spoke for the most par t almost ex clusively to its
working-class constituents and lacked a broad-based appeal. Until the SPD abandoned its Marxist doctrine with the 1959 Bad Godesberg Program, the SPD was
unable to become the Volkspartei that the CDU/CSU had become under A denauer. Clearly, the heightened importance of consumerism within West German
society and culture was crucial in the creation of the CDU/CSU’s political image
and the evolution of political discourse on economics. However, without the rising living standards enjoyed by many West Germans, the CDU/CSU’s efforts to
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capitalize upon the expanding economy would all hav e been for naught. I n its
own way, the CDU/CSU projected a definition of consumerism that was tied not
merely to satisfying individual desires, but also to the v ery core concept of what
it meant to be West German—thereby creating a common bond among the citizens of the young Federal Republic that helped avoid the social tensions that had
torn the Weimar R epublic asunder and engendering a lev el of civic passivity
among the citizenship.
In many ways, this volume speaks to a broad range of scholars, including those
engaged with the history of politics and the history of society and culture in the
Federal Republic. Politics of the ev eryday and formal politics do hav e a nexus:
these two worlds meet when political parties attempt to appeal to the electorate.
This is the r ealm that I explor e in this wor k. Chapter 1 discusses the economic
thought behind the social mar ket economy and examines some of the main
thinkers who contributed to the development of the intellectual basis of this economic policy. In addition, the chapter investigates how the ideas of the social market economy were transferred into political practice during the immediate postwar
years. Particularly important are the curr ency reform and economic r eforms of
June 1948, after which the economy in the western zones of occupation began to
operate increasingly on a free market basis. Chapter 2 explores party politics and
the CDU/CSU’s adoption of the social mar ket economy. The 1949 B undestag
election revolved around the question of “Markt oder Plan” (Market or Plan) which
the CDU/CSU fully exploited to its adv antage. It portrayed itself as capable of
leading responsible government, as evidenced by the end of West Germany’s desperate conditions after the currency reform. Meanwhile, it associated the rival SPD
with life before the currency reform: scarcity, ration cards, and domination by a
burdensome Allied bureaucracy.
Chapter 3 discusses the impact of the K orean crisis upon the West German
economy. It focuses upon the r eorientation of public opinion to ward the fr ee
market and the social market economy as a consequence of price increases caused
by the Korean boom. During this time public opinion polling revealed a drop in
public support for the free market and West Germans’ growing fear of their economic future. Of particular importance was West German political and economic
leaders’ reading of the results of these surveys: they also began questioning the political feasibility of retaining the social market economy. Chapter 4 examines one
of the first responses to the souring of public opinion toward the Adenauer government’s economic policy . After the K orean crisis, the G emeinschaft zur
Förderung des S ozialen Ausgleichs (Society for the P romotion of S ocial Compromise), also known as Die Waage (The Weigh Scales), an organization funded
by West German industry, instituted what has been labeled the Federal Republic’s
first modern public relations campaign. Its purpose was to promote Erhard’s social market economy through a series of ambitious advertising campaigns. With
campaigns costing tens of millions of Deutsche Marks, Die Waage was one of the
first organizations in West Germany to apply public opinion polling and American advertising techniques toward a political goal. Die Waage not only helped creThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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ate an understanding of the social market economy that linked economic freedom
to political freedom; its advertisements also served as political propaganda for Erhard and somewhat more indirectly, the CDU/CSU.
Chapter 5 examines the 1953 Bundestag election campaign. This chapter discusses how the economic miracle was molded for use in a number of different political contexts. As pr ospects of G erman unification diminished and the S oviet
Union suppressed the 17 J une 1953 uprising in East B erlin, geopolitical issues
and the threat of communism came to the fore in this election. Within this context, the CDU/CSU utilized both West Germany’s economic reconstruction and
the social market economy as symbols of West Germany’s ability to defend itself
against the thr eat from the East. I n conjunction with this position, the CDU/
CSU red painted the SPD as politically unr eliable because of its suppor t of the
planned economy. In addition, before the 1953 election the CDU/CSU-led government developed a wide net of institutions influencing public opinion, centered
around the Federal Press and Information Agency. The result was that, together
with the Federal Press Agency and Die Waage, the CDU/CSU employed a barrage of propaganda campaigns outside of its direct efforts that battered the SPD
throughout the election season. It was during this election that more Americanstyle campaigning techniques were first implemented in West Germany.
Chapter 6 discusses the CDU/CSU’ s gr eatest electoral triumph, the 1957
Bundestag election. This was the peak of the CDU/CSU’s electoral success, when
it became the first and only par ty ever to achiev e a majority of the federal v ote
(50.2 percent). It was at this point that the dev elopment of CDU/CSU’s campaigning techniques came to full fruition. Demographic surveys, public opinion
polling, and adv ertising agents w ere fully utiliz ed in or der to constr uct a par ty
image for the consumption of the West German electorate. Erhard and the economic miracle proved to be easily molded into the main themes of the campaign:
stability and prosperity, concepts summed up by one of the campaign’s main slogans: “Wohlstand für Alle” (Prosperity for All). In addition, in the 1957 election
campaign the CDU/CSU began connecting its economic policies to the consumer goods that w ere now becoming available to West Germans, such as fashionable clothing and electrical appliances. As this chapter demonstrates, the
SPD’s crushing defeat in this election spurred it not only to reform its platform,
but also to revamp its propaganda techniques to be more like those of the CDU/
CSU.
The 1957 election campaign marked the highpoint of Adenauer’s government.
The stunning CDU/CSU victory ensured the retention of the social market economy. The terms of debate had shifted so decidedly that ther e was no going back
to the suppor t of a planned socialist economy . But more importantly perhaps,
West Germany had established a stable political party system. The splinter parties
were quickly fading fr om the political scene as they collectiv ely garnered only
slightly over 10 percent of all votes cast in the election.The West Germans emerged
from the 1950s as just that: West Germans. By this point reunification was not a
plausible option in the short run. A new, West German identity had been forged.
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It was an identity based in large measur e upon economic success, consumerism,
and the Deutsche Mark. Ultimately these enduring symbols, not theGrundgesetz
or a stable democracy, were what lured East Germans into West Berlin when the
Wall came down on the fateful night of 9 November 1989.
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